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	I'm not sure if it was listed the other day—or if it even is one of the ideologies of the frontier—but the values I saw as expressed the strongest by the film were reliance and reliability. Even though Jesse is individualistic (like the Western hero) he would be nowhere without the help of his loyal support squad (Frank, Pinky, Zee, Rufus, Will). He makes his own decisions (to the point of needing to be told he's insane by Frank) but at every turn he is only capable of accomplishing his goals because he has a backing. He has friends and family who are loyal to him despite his metamorphosis into what Zee describes as a "wolf." In fact, it is when Zee despairs and returns home that Jesse truly becomes wild, when he can no longer rely on her. (Once they're back together, he becomes civilized and amicable again.)
	The film follows the cult of the outlaw, with Jesse as the once-farmer bereft of land and a family member due to the corrupt and evil machinations of the railroad company. This ties into the attitudes projected about civilization and business—that their progress inherently wreaks havoc on the common man of the country. There is no question in the film as to whether Barshee is simply an evil man or the railroad company itself is corrupt. Though only one man (later a second) is shown, he is representative of the railroad and beneath his smile and kind voice is a cruelty not even present, really, in Dodge City. This reversal from "kind old men" to an obsession with money and legal impunity is what sets this film apart from the last one we watched; the railroad in this film is what I thought it was initially in the last (at the beginning of Dodge City, I thought that the old men in the train were evil because of the railroad—this prejudice stems from The Octopus). 
	I suppose Jesse James is also about revenge, but that revenge is more central to James' character and not really to the "lesson" (if it can be called that). I feel like the film is about injustice and corruption more than anything else.
